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The change in the energy of an isolated atomic level in a nonresonant optical field is expressed in terms of 
scalar, tensor, and vector polarizabilities proportional to the amplitudes of the scalar, symmetric, and 
antisymmetric scattering of light. Expressions are obtained for the polarizabilities allowing for the 
hyperfine structure of levels and a study is made of the Stark effect in hyperfine structure sublevels in the 
field of a wave with an arbitrary polarization. It is shown that in the case of circular polarization the 
splitting of the ground states of alkali atoms may reach - 1 cm-' in a field of - lo6 V/cm. The role of 
this effect in experiments on resonant multiphoton ionization is considered. It is shown that the splitting of 
the S,,,  states gives rise to a high degree of polarization of photoelectrons and nuclei in the case of 
resonant multiphoton ionization of atoms. The degree of polarization of photoelectrons and nuclei is 
calculated for the four-photon ionization of cesium by neodymium laser radiation. 

PACS numbers: 32.60. + i, 32.80.Fb, 3 1.30.G~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Perturbations of the atomic spectra by optical fields 
a re  being investigated intensively from the experimental 
and theoretical points of view (see the review by Delone 
et ~ 1 . ~ ' ~ ) .  In most of the investigations of the shift and 
splitting of levels in a nonresonant field i t  is usual to 
ignore the hyperfine structure (hfs) of an atom. How- 
ever, the recent rapid growth of nonlinear laser spec- 
troscopy methods[23 makes i t  possible to investigate 
experimentally the Stark effect involving individual hfs 
sub level^.^^*^^ We recall that the quadratic Stark effect 
in hfs levels in a static electric field wasfirst  measured 
in 1957 in cesiumc5] and subsequently investigated in 
detail in other alkali atoms.[6' Experiments on the op- 
tical pumping revealed that the Stark effect in hfs sub- 
levels was observed even in optical fields created by 
conventional sources because light was r e s ~ n a n t . ~ ~ * ~ ]  

We shall consider the nonresonant Stark effect in- 
volving hfs levels of alkali atoms, consider the char- 
acteristics of this effect in the case of linearly and 
circularly polarized waves, and discuss the question 
of the splitting of the n2sl12 states in the field of a 
wave with a finite degree of circular polarization, as 
well a s  possible manifestations of this effect in re- 
sonant multiphoton ionization. In particular, we shall 
discuss the possibility of generating polarized photo- 
electrons and nuclei by resonant ionization of field- 
split hfs sublevels of alkali atoms. 

Since different definitions of the atomic parameters 
representing the level shifts and splittings have been 
used in calculations of the ac Stark effect (see, for 
example, Refs. 8-10), we shall use the technique of 
irreducible tensor operators to show generally (in 
Sec. 2) that a quantitative description of the perturba- 
tion of a spectrum in a monochromatic field is best 
given by introducing scalar, vector, and tensor dy- 
namic polarizabilities of an atom, related closely to 
the parameters of the Rayleigh scattering of light and 

corresponding to the characteristics of the static Stark 
effect. 

2. INVARIANT ATOMIC PARAMETERS GOVERNING 
LEVEL SHIFTS AND SPLITTING 

We shall consider an isolated level In) = 1 yFM ) of an 
atomic multiplet formed by sublevels with different 
values of the total momentum F and we shall assume 
that this level is acted upon by the field of a wave with 
an electric vector 

E ( t )  =8 Re (ee'("-"'), ee'=l, 

where M is the projection of the total momentum onto 
the quantization axis and y are  the other quantum num- 
bers of the level. The momentum F may, depending 
on the type of the problem, be a sum of the electron J 
and nuclear I momenta (this applies to the Stark effect 
involving hfs) o r  i t  may be the electron momentum in 
the LS coupling: F = J =L +S (this applies to the Stark 
effect involving fine structure levels), etc. 

Since we are  interested in the range of optical fre- 
quencies w, we shall describe the interaction of an 
atom with the field by the dipole approximation. More- 
over, the frequency w is assumed to be off resonance, 
so  that the perturbation of the levels by the field is 
quadratic in $. On application of the perturbation 
theory to quasienergies,c'1~121 the change in the energy 
AE, = E  - En for a level I y ~ )  which is (2F +I)-fold de- 
generate in respect of M can be found from the secular 
equation (the atomic system of units is employed):" 

detllAE,GNM.-'/c8ZUYN~11 =0, 

where 

(ed) In')(n1l (e'd) 
U N M .  (a;  e, e') = yFM ( I S I an,.,-o+iq 

(e'd) I n')(nf I (ed) + -  
o,,,+o+iq (2) 

is the amplitude of the Rayleigh scatteringc131 and d is 
the dipole moment operator. The symbol S denotes 
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summation over the discrete spectrum and integration 
over the continuous spectrum of an atom n'. The cor- 
rection q=+O determines the rule for bypassing the 
poles in the integration over the continuous spectrum 
in the w > ( E, I case, so  that the imaginary part of AE,, 
associated with the photoionization probability results 
in decay of the level In). 

Applying the technique of irreducible tensor opera- 
t o r ~ , ~ ' ~ '  we can conveniently transform U,,, to 

u , , - ( o ; e , e V ) =  c ' ~ '  r u m a p ( w )  {eQe'Jpm, 
v-n.1.2 

(3) 

where 

is the polarization tensor of the wave,c151 e, are  the 
spherical projections of e in the coordinate system 
with the z axis along the quantization axis of the atom, 
a, is the combination of the reduced composite matrix 
elements :,' 

(3;) is the 6j symbol. 

The meaning of the parameters ap(w) can be found 
from the cross section for the Rayleigh scattering of 
light by an atom in a state 1 yF): 

which, subject to Eq. (3), can be represented in the 
form 

where e,,, are  the polarization vectors of the incident 
and scattered photons. A comparison of Eq. (5) with 
Eq. (6.17) in the monograph of ~ e r e s t e t s k i i  et a ~ . " ~ '  
shows that a,(w) with p=O, 1, and 2 represents, res- 
pectively, the amplitudes of the scalar, antisymme- 
tric, and symmetric scattering.3) Thus, the scattering 
processes and the atomic spectrum a re  governed by 
the same set of three invariant atomic parameters a, 
in Eq. (3), which depend only on w and the quantum 
numbers y and F .  Then, an investigation of the spectral 
characteristics allows us to find not only the absolute 
value but also the sign of a,. 

The parameter a ,  corresponding to w =O vanishes 
and i t  has a finite value only in an ac field. Then, the 
contribution of the term with a ,  to AE, differs from 
zero only for  a finite degree of circular polarization 
of the incident wave, because in Eq. (3) we have 

where n i s  the direction of propagation of the wave and 
A the degree of i ts  circular p o l a r i ~ a t i o n . ~ ' ~ ~  

By analogy with as and aT, it  is convenient to intro- 
duce the parameter 

which can naturally be called the vector (or antisym- 
metric) polarizability. The final expressions for the 
polarizabilities in terms of the reduced matrix ele- 
ments 

have the form 

1 2F-1 
a T ( w ) = - -  [a:;:, - 

3 ( 2 F t l )  ( F + 1 )  ( 2 F f 3 )  

Using the expansion (3), we can easily check that the 
matrix U,,, is diagonal for the linear and circular 
wave polarizations if the quantization axis of an atom 
is selected to be, respectively, the direction of the 
polarization vector e and the direction of propagation 
n. The corresponding expressions for AE, then be- 
come 

(for a linearly polarized wave) and 

(for a circularly polarized wave), where A =* 1 applies 
to the right- handed (and left- handed) polarizations. 

Thus, the scalar polarizability determines the shift 
of the center of gravity of a level I yF) (averaging of 
M eliminates the terms with a" and aT), whereas a' 
and crT represent splitting into sublevels with different 
values of M. It i s  interesting to note that the "triangle 
rule" for the 6 j  symbol in Eq. (4) shows that for F =i 
we have a:3lI, = O  and, generally speaking, cuO,,/, dif- 
f e r s  from zero and-in contrast to the static field 
case--causes splitting of the level with F =; into sub- 
levels with M =-+ +. 

If w =0, the parameters a , ( O )  and a2(0) can be ex- The projection M i s  not conserved in the general case 
pressed in terms of the scalar a and tensor a polar- of elliptic polarization. The diagonal elements of Eq. 
izabilities, which define the Stark effect in a static (1) in the coordinate system with the quantization axis 
field:[171 along n have the form of Eq. (8) with 1 A 1 < 1 and the 

a (0) ZF(2F-1) '" 
as = -, 3" a T = - a Z ( 0 )  [ nondiagonal elements differ from zero for M =M + 2 

3 ( F + I )  (2F+3j 1 ' and a re  given by 
These relationships can be applied conveniently also to 3 [ ( F r t M +  I )  ( F c M + 2 )  ( F i M )  (FTM-1) 1 %  

~ . M , N * z - -  - lalFT ( a )  
the ac effect. 4 F ( 2 F - 1 )  

., (9) 
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where 1 is the degree of linear polarization ( A ~  +l l=l) .  
A detailed analysis of the Stark effect in an elliptically 
polarized field is given by zon!'O1 

In the range of frequencies lower than the ionization 
potential (w < I E 7 ( )  the summation over the intermediate 
states in Dl,,,, can be carried out using the expression 
for the Green function of an atom in the one-electron 
approximation. The most convenient for this purpose 
is the Green function obtained in the model potential 
m e t h ~ d , [ ' ~ * ~ ~ ~  which represents a further development 
and generalization of the well-known semiempirical 
quantum defect method applied to the problem of cal- 
culation of complex spectral sums in the perturbation 
theory. Calculations indicate that for w < I E, I the quan- 
tities aS"*T exhibit a strong frequency dependence and 
the relationship between them can vary within wide 
limits. 

If w > I E7 I (excited states), the expressions in Eq. 
(6) a re  practically unsuitable for calculations because 
of the mutual compensation of the terms m'*) with +w 
and - w, and one has to use the formula for a,(w) ex- 
pressed in terms of the matrix elements of the momen- 
tum. Then, the sum over the virtual states i s  cal- 
culated by direct summation over the discrete spectrum 
and integration over the continuous spectrum of an 
atom. An analysis shows that at high frequencies we 
have 

so that aavT decreases rapidly in the range w >> I E , ~  
and as corresponds to a change in E7 by an amount 
equal to the average vibrational energy in the presence 
of the wave. The qualitative behavior of the para- 
meters a(w) is shown in Fig. 1 for the 2P state of 
hydrogen. 

3. STARK EFFECT IN  HYPERFINE STRUCTURE 

The action of a field on hfs multiplets not only shifts 
the center of gravity of the spectrum by 

AET,=- lI~a,Js  (o)Za 

(J is the electron momentum; the total atomic momentum 
F governing the hfs includes the nuclear spin I:F =I +J), 

FIG. 1. Frequency dependences of the polarizabilities a ', 
a", and a T  of the 2P level of the hydrogen atom. 

but also alters the interval between the hfs sublevels 
by an amount 6f =AE7,, - AE,,,. and causes splitting 
of the magnetic sublevels of the level F: 

Clearly, because of the smallness of the hfs parameter 
a 2 p r  (p, i s  the nuclear magnetic moment), the quan- 
tities 6f and 6v are  several orders of magnitude smaller 
than AE,,. In view of the smallness of the hyperfine 
splitting A,, of the atomic levels, we find that in the 
case of the level with J > $  belonging to an hfs multiplet 
the nondiagonal matrix element ~$2~7,,7,. of the (2) 
type i s  proportional to ~ l 2 a Y J T ( w )  and determines the 
mixing between the hfs sublevels with different values 
of F and the field-induced suppression of the hfs be- 
comes of the order of A,, even infields of a few hun- 
dreds of volts per centimeter. This makes i t  impossi- 
ble to investigate the Stark effect of isolated hfs levels 
with J>$  in strong fields and makes it much more 
difficult to detect this effect experimentally in weak 
fields because of the smallness (-g2) of the absolute 
values of 6f and 6v. However, for states with J=i, 
we have C Y ~ ~ , ~ = O ,  SO that U =  aZp and the mixing of 
the F=Z*$ doublet does not occur right up to fields 
$s g,. This is the situation which occurs in hfs 
doublets of the ground n2slI2 states of alkali atoms and 
hydrogen for which the values of 6f and 6v in a static 
field $= lo4 - lo5 V/cm have been measured with a high 
accuracy by the rf spectroscopic method (for biblio- 
graphy see  Ref. 6). In view of this, we shall consider 
only the ac-field-induced shift and splitting of the hfs 
sublevels of the n2siI2 state with I y ~ )  = In, J=;, L 
=0, F = Z * f ) .  

Calculating 3X,,, in Eq. (6), assuming the vector 
coupling of the momenta I and J, and allowing for the 
hyperfine interaction in accordance with the perturba- 
tion theory, we find that the parameters can be 
represented in the form 

Here a2Ri12 a re  the scalar and vector polarizabilities 
in the absence of hfs and the parameters &(w) a re  in- 
dependent of the quantum numbers F and I but a re  
governed by the structure of a specific atom and by w .  
We shall now give the values of c~~;:,,,, for rubidium 
and cesium at the frequencies of ruby (w, =14 400 cm-') 
and neodymium (w, =9440 cm") lasers:  

Cs: w, Cs: o, Rb: oN Rb: wR 

as : 1220 -720 706 -1146 

a" : 210 101 29 112 

The parameters P, of these atoms a re  = lo5 atomic 
units (a.u.). For hydrogen, we have aS=4.5, an = 
and P = 20. The numerical calculations were carried 
out by a technique similar to that used in the static 
field case .c61 
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FIG. 2. Qualitative splitting of the hfs doublet F = I t 1/2  in a 
linearly polarized field. 

We shall now consider separately the cases of linear 
and circular polarization. 

A. Linearly polarized wave. It follows from Eqs. (7) 
and (10) that in a linear field the spectrum can be rep- 
resented qualitatively as shown in Fig. 2. Since 

I << I@f I ,  the change in the frequency of a hyperfine 
transition in the field is 

(If 6f is measured in hertz, 6 in volts per centimeter, 
and p, in nuclear magnetons, the conversion factor on 
the right- hand side i s  ~=0 .7207  x10'" Hz .v" ecm.) For 
example, for the hydrogen atom (with the hyperfine 
transition wavelength X=21 cm) in the field of ruby 
laser radiation with g=106 Vjcm, we have 6f =436 Hz. 
For cesium in the same field, we find that 6f =10 .l 
MHz, which differs considerably from the result in a 
static fieldczo1: %,($=lo6 Vjcm) =2.25 5 0.05 MHz. 

The frequency of 6v of the transitions between the 
magnetic sublevels is governed by the value of B: and F 

i t  is approximately two or  three orders of magnitude 
less than 6f. In particular, for the M  =F t M  =F - 1 
transitions involving the F =I ++ level, investigated ex- 
perimentally in a static field,IZ1] we have 

where n' =0.108 106 x 10'1° H Z * V - ~ *  cmZ. For example, 
the frequency of the ( F  =4, M =4 -- F =4, M' =3) transition 
in cesium i s  

6v,,,(8-ion Vlcm ow) -10.9 kHz. (13) 

It should be noted that the signs of 6v and 6f are  the 
same at all frequencies. 

B.  Circularly polarized wave. In the case of circular 
polarization of the electromagnetic field, the results a re  
basically different from case Abecause the level n z ~ l 1 2  
splits into levels with M =* and even h€s is ignored. This 
splitting is given by a:, ,,,/ 2 ( ~ )  [see Eq. (lo)] and i t  is due 
to different admixtures of the virtual kZpJ states to the 
- 
wave functions of the state n Z ~ l l z  with M =$ and -h. 
For example, for a field with the right-handed polari- 
zation (A=l) the selection rules show that correction 

In this approximation the value of cy: can be expressed, 
by means of a simple transformation, in terms of the 
scalar polarizability 

Here, 6so =EUlz - E,, l z  is the spin-orbit splitting of 
the kZpJ doublet. Consequently, LY: can reach a high 
value for heavy atoms, where 6,o amounts to hundreds 
of reciprocal centimeters (for cesium, its value i s  
6,,-550 cm-l). The numerical values of  YO,,,,,^, 
given above agree very accurately with estimates based 
on Eq. (14). 

If allowance i s  made for the hfs, the shift and split- 
ting of the F = I * $  levels a re  given by Eq. (8) with 
aSra*T given by the expressions in Eq. (10). Calcula- 
tions indicate that practically all the atoms satisfy the 
inequalities 

la~,,-~,,I >a'pll$nn(a) I~a'p,l$~'(o) I .  

Therefore, the main effect of the action of the field 
reduces to the splitting of each of the hfs F = I * $  levels 
into 2 F  + 1 magnetic sublevels, the splitting being 
governed mainly by the vaiue ol* a:, J = l l z .  A change in 
the frequency of a transition between the central sub- 
levels with M=O of the upper and lower Zeeman multi- 
plets is given by the same expression (11) a s  in a 
linearly polarized field. For  sublevels of the upper 
and lower multiplets with 1 M 1 = F  the change in the 
frequency again depends on a:: 

The magnetic sublevels a re  equidistant in each of the 
{F, M) multiplets. Therefore, the action of a cir- 
cularly polarized field is equivalent to a weak magnetic 
field and the effective ~andt5 factors of the upper and 
lower multiplets differ by an amount - cy2 y,p,"(w). . 

Level crossing occurs in fields 82 5 x105 V/cm and 
this gives rise to the same effects a s  level crossing in 
magnetic fields .c221 

The splitting of magnetic sublevels in a circular 
field, governed by the vector polarizability a:, J = l l Z ( ~ ) ,  
does not contain the small parameter a2y ,  and in 
fields $2 10"/cm it  may exceed considerably the 
value of A,,. For  example, in the case of cesium 
(see Fig. 2) the splitting of the F = M  =4 and F = M  =3 
sublevels is - 0.7cm" in a field of lo6 v/cm and it  
is of the same order of magnitude a s  the splitting of 
excited states whose orbital momentum is L >O. 
Therefore, al1ow;mce for the splitting of the ground 
states in a field with a finite degree of circulai. polar- 
ization may be very important in studies of nonre- . 

sonant perturbation of the atomic spectra in strong 
optical fields, particularly in experiments involving 
resonant multiphoton ionization. 

of the f i rs t  order in 6 to the function \k(n2s 12, M Delone et al.t231 observed a dispersion dependence of 
=+$;r) is governed only by an admixture of virtual the probability of the four-photon ionization of cesium 
kZp, states characterized by J=$ ,  whereas the correc- by elliptically polarized radiation from a neodymium 
tion to \k(n2s, /,, M  =- i) is governed by the admixture laser ($= 1 0 ~ ~ c m ; ~ = 0 . 5 , 1 = 0 . 8 7 )  in the presence of a 
of states with J = i  and $. We can estimate three-photon resonance with the 6 2 ~  level. The ob- 
simply allowing for the kPJ level nearest to n2~112.  served resonance structure is interpreted a s  the split- 
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ting of the upper level 6 ' ~  and the splitting of the 
ground state 6 2 ~ 1 / 2  is ignored. A calculation gives the 
following values of the parameters cu for the 6 2 ~  level 
at the neodymium laser  frequency [ ~ q s .  (8) and (9) with 
F=1=31: 

aFs=-627+i20.9; a,r"=198-i38.0: asrr=66.7-i9.7. 

Hence, i t  follows that the splitting of the 6 2 ~  level is 
-0.4 cm". The splitting of the ground state in an el- 
liptically polarized field is given by the same formula 
(8) with A < 1 as in the circular polarization case be- 
cause the nondiagonal matrix element (9) is - cu2p,@ 
and i t  is negligible compared with cu:,=,,z~2. For 
6 =lo6 V/cm and A=0.5, we have 

EF-6. x-,-E,-s, u-,=0.5em-l. 

It follows that in the case of the 6 2 ~ 1 , 2  state the 
splitting may be of the same order of magnitude a s  for 
the 6 2 ~  level. Therefore, from our point of view, 
multipeak resonance dependence of the ionization prob- 
ability found experimentallyc233 has a complex struc- 
ture associated with the splitting of the ground and ex- 
cited resonant levels. In a field of $=lo6 ~ / c m  the 
theoretically calculated width of the resonance struc- 
ture is almost four times less  than the value found ex- 
perimentally by the Delone et al.C233 and it  agrees4) with 
the latter for 2 x106 V/cm. One of the reasons for 
this difference may be the e r r o r s  in the experimental 
determination of the effective field (g,, - lo6  V/cm) 
associated, for example, with the inhomogeneity of the 
distribution of the radiation in the ionization region. 

4. POLARIZATION OF PHOTOELECTRONS I N  
RESONANT IONIZATION IN A CIRCULARLY 
POLARIZED FIELD 

The question of the photoelectron polarization has 
begun to attract attention because of the feasibility of 
obtaining polarized electron beams by resonant multi- 
photon ionization of atoms (see the review of Delone 
and ~ e d o r o v ~ ~ ~ ' ) .  Various  mechanism^^^^'^^] have been 
suggested to account for the polarization of photoelec- 
trons in the course of ionization of unpolarized atoms. 
In most cases the polarization appears in excited re- 
sonant states and one has to provide two light sources: 
a pump source populating the resonance levels and an 
"ionizing" field. 

The splitting of the ground states in a circular field, 
discussed in the preceding section, allows us to obtain 
polarized photoelectrons using just one laser because 
then the polarization appears even in the ground state. 
The qualitative pattern i s  easily understood if we bear 
in mind that the split sublevels with M =* correspond 
to the electron spin projection i $ onto the direction of 
propagation of a wave. Since the spin projection is not 
affected by electric dipole transitions, i t  follows that 
tuning of the laser frequency to resonance between one 
of the split sublevels and some high excited atomic 
state in which the spin-orbit interaction is weak may 
ensure a high degree of polarization of photoelectrons. 
Obviously, ions will also be polarized in the direction 
parallel o r  opposite to the direction of polarization of 
photoelectrons. The degree of polarization increases 
on reduction of the ratio of the width r of the excited 
level to the splitting of the ground state. 

In quantitative calculations of the degree of polariza- 
tion we shall consider the probability Wkt' of N-photon 
ionization of an atom with a fixed projection m, of the 
photoelectron spin in the presence of an intermediate 
n-photon resonance (N 3 3, n a 2). The initial state of 
an atom is described by the wave function IFM) sub- 
ject to allowance for the hfs (F=I+J).  The selection 
rule AM =A for the dipole transitions in a circular 
field shows that the orbital momentum of an electron 
in the final state is I =N 2 3 and, therefore, the effects 
of the hyperfine and fine structure of the continuous 
spectrum a re  unimportant and the final state of an atom 
is described by the wave function 

where E =p2/2, a, is the partial phase of electron scat- 
tering by a residual ion, and @ is the nuclear spinor. 

If we assume an equiprobable population of the hfs 
sublevels of the ground state, we find that 

where AM,,f is the amplitude of the ionization governed 
by the composite matrix element of order N with a 
resonance denominator allowing for the shift and split- 
ting of the ground and resonance levels I k, I =n, n? =* n) 
in the field; k is the principal quantum number; n is the 
resonance order; n2 =+n (- n) for the right-hand (left- 
hand) field polarization. The final expression for W 
can be written in the form5' 

Here, 
A F - , ~ ' ~ : ,  vr=*'/2Jn.+Arw.(EP) =f l/~An,S.Ao+AEF-Ia~,.. u.-Re AEm. 

A" ( E , " , , ~ + E ~ , ~ ) / ~ + ~ ~ - E , , o  
is the unperturbed detuning from resonance measured 
from the center of gravity of the hyperfine structure 
of the ground state; A,,(&) is the dynamic detuning 
which allows for the level shift and splitting; r =r,, 
+2 Im AE,,, is the sum of the spontaneous and ioniza- 
tion widths of a resonant level. The constant c, is 
governed by the radial matrix elements and i t  is in- 
dependent of F o r  M,. 

It should be noted that Eq. (16) gives also the prob- 
ability w::)o~ ionization for a specific polarization 
state of the nucleus i f  the summation over M, is re- 
placed with summation over rn ,= i i .  The degree of 
photoelectron polarization 

is of the form " 

that defines P, as a function of the field frequency and 
intensity. 

In experimental investigations the cesium atom is 
most interesting because in this case i t  is possible to 
observe three-photon ionization in the field of a ruby 
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FIG. 3. Dependences of the degree of polarization of photo- 
electrons (continuous curves) and nuclei of ions (dashed 
curves) on the detuning of three-photon resonance with the 
62F level in the case of four-photon ionization of cesium by 
circularly polarized radiation from a neodymium laser: 
1) $ = 1 . 5 ~  l o 6  V/cm; 2) $ = 5  x105 ~ / c m .  

laser with two-photon 6 2 ~ 1 , 2 - 9 2 ~  resonance and four- 
photon ionization with three-photon 6 2 ~ 1 1 2 - 6 2 ~  re- 
s o n a n ~ e . ~ ~ ~ ~  Figure 3 shows also the dependences 
P(w) for  electrons and nuclei obtained for  various 
values of f in the case of four-photon ionization of 
cesium. For  convenience, the ordinate gives the 
dynamic detuning from resonance A,=&' - 4.11@ ( A  i s  
in reciprocal centimeters and $ i s  in megavolts per  
centimeter). The width l? is governed by the ioniza- 
tion broadening of the 6 2 ~  state and fo r  $=lo6 V/cm, 
we have l?-0.09 cm". It is c lear  f rom Fig. 3 that in 
weak fields $ the dependence P(w) has  two oscillations 
corresponding to resonances of the F=Z*g levels. On 
increase of P, the field splitting exceeds the hfs inter- 
val A,, the hfs effects become unimportant, and P(w) 
has only one oscillation corresponding to resonances of 
magnetic sublevels of the 6 2 ~ 1 1 2  state with M=*$. It 
follows from Eq. (17) that the degree of polarization is 
very sensitive to the width l?. Therefore, for  a reson- 
ance with a level from which one-photon ionization is 
impossible and whose width is governed by the spon- 
taneous decay the value of P can be much higher than 
in the example considered above. 

We shall conclude by pointing out that the proposed 
method allows u s  to consider also the splitting of the 
S, levels with ~ > i  in a nonresonant field, for  example, 
the metastable s ta tes  z3S1 of helium and 7 3 ~ 1  of mer-  
cury. As in the case  of alkali atoms, the splitting is 
governed by the fine structure of the excited P,. states 
except that for  J > $  the splitting appears in a field with 
linear polarization because the tensor polarizability 
differs from zero. The tensor polarizability of the 
z3s1 state of helium in a static electr ic  field was deter- 
mined experimentally by Player and ~ a n d a r s ~ ~ ~ ~ :  

0) =3.53 *0.14) . a.u. Our calculation of the 
polarizability at the neodymium laser frequency gave 
a a ( 2 3 ~ 1 ,  uN) =- 12.1, a T ( 2 3 ~ 1 ,  wN) =4.04 a.u. Thus, the 
splitting of a triplet metastable level of helium in an 
optical field should be between three and four o rde r s  

of magnitude grea ter  than the splitting in a static field 
of the same intensity. 

The authors a r e  grateful to N. B. Delone for  valuable 
discussions. 

1)The secular equation for AE,, is obtained by a different 
method by  on. "O' 

2'Expansions into irreducible parts similar to Eq. (3) have 
been obtained e a r ~ i e r ~ * ~ ~  for the effective Stark operator 
which is  given by the expression in the braces on the right- 
hand side of Eq. (2). 

3'The formula (5) is  valid also for the Raman scattering in 
which a, is  replaced by the corresponding "Raman" 
parameters apm(w) (Ref. 16). 

4'It should be noted that Delone et al. ,a31 used an incorrect 
numerical value of the parameter u(l/6)oep, which resulted 
in a qualitative agreement between the theory and experi- 
ment. 

5)If n= 2, Eq. (16) applies if the field broadening is less than 
the ionization width of the level I klnz), because otherwise 
we have to allow for the mixing of the resonance levels in 
the field. 
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Spontaneous bremsstrahlung of an electron in the field of 
an intense electromagnetic wave 

R. V. Karapetyan and M. V. Fedorov 

P. N. Lebedeu Physics Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Submitted 1 March 1978) 
Zh. hp. Teor. Fiz. 75, 816826 (September 1978) 

The spectral intensity and total power are found for the spontaneous bremsstrahlung of an electron in 
scattering by ions in the field of an intense electromagnetic wave (of frequency oo)  A resonance structure 
of the radiation is 0bse~ed at frequencies close to noo, where n = 1,2,3, .... The width of the resonance 
curve, the locations of the peaks, the number of resonance peaks, and the values of spectral intensity at 
the peaks are determined. The maximum number of quanta of the intense field which can be absorbed in 
spontaneous bremsstrahlung is found. It is shown that the maximum energy of the spontaneously radiated 
photon is detennined by the energy of the oscillations of the electron in the field of the wave. The 
nonresonance part of the spectral radiation intensity, which falls off with increase of the pumping wave 
intensity Eo as EL', is detennined. 

PACS numbers: 41.70. + t 

1. INTRODUCTION those values of field strength E ,  at which the velocity 

In recent years  definite attention in the l i terature has  
of the electron's oscillations in the wave u, exceeds 

been devoted to the theoretical study of induced brem- 
the velocity of i t s  translational (or thermal)  motion L - :  

sstrahlung of electrons in scattering by ions in the 
presence of an  intense electromagnetic ~ a v e ~ - ~ ]  (see v ,=eE. lmop~u.  

- 
also the references cited in our ear l ie r  art icle "I ). The 
interest  in phenomena of this type i s  apparently due 
primarily t o  the development of the physics of laser  
plasmas. The theory of induced bremsstrahlung has  
treated both induced multiphoton radiation and ab- 
sorption at the frequency of the intense wave and in- 
duced bremsstrahlung a t  other frequencies w # w, which 
a r i s e s  on passage of a second, weak (probing) wave. 
I t  should be noted that the strong field of the pumping 
wave affects not only induced bremsstrahlung proces- 
s e s ,  but also the spontaneous bremsstrahlung of the 
electron, which may present  independent interest. 
Borisov and ~hukovskiT'~] discuss the effect of an ex- 
ternal  electromagnetic wave on the spontaneous brem- 
sstrahlung of ultrarelativistic electrons. With regard 
to  a l a se r  plasma, however, grea ter  interest  is pre- 
sented by the ca se  of nonrelativistic electrons, which 
is considered in the present work. 

P lasma states of this type are nonequilibrium and can 
exist  only for  a finite length of t ime less than the t ime 
of heating of the electrons t o  a temperature corre-  
sponding the velocity u,. The processes  of induced and 
spontaneous bremsstrahlung in this ca se  are multipho- 
ton processes  in the field of a strong pumping wave. 
F o r  example, in spontaneous radiation the electron can 
absorb or radiate n quanta Aw, and radiate one proton 
Aw, where n i s  an  arb i t ra ry  integer. In view of these 
circumstances there i s  no d i rec t  and known beforehand 
relation between the induced and spontaneous brem- 
sstrahlung processes such as exists  between the Ein- 
stein coefficients in the absence of a pumping wave. 
Therefore in spite  of the fact that the solution of the 
problem of induced bremsstrahlung at arb i t ra ry  f re-  
quencies w for  any values of E ,  is the study 
of spontaneous bremsstrahlung for  L', 2 v  i s  an  inde- 
pendent problem, to solution of which the present  art i -  

In discussing the pumping wave, we have in mind c le  is devoted. 
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